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4.1

Kuribayashi

Introduction

and

Notation

This essay gives a basic model of the financial behaviour of corporations. The fundamental financial equation derived in Section 4.3 is to serve as a starting point of the analytical framework for and the empirical study
of the dynamic financial behaviour of the corporation in the subsequent essays. The effects of relevant financial
variables on the capital structure ratio in a static equilibrium context are briefly examined in Section 4.2. An
example of the dynamic adjustment process based upon the fundamental financial equation is presented in
Section 4.4. The final section introduces the investment decision function to the basic model. The main purpose
of this essay is to draw a sketch or to write a scenario of the basic model for the empirical study, and not to develop
a rigorous mathematical model. Elaboration and extension of the basic model are made in The Fifth Essay.
Several characteristics and assumptions of the framework developed below are as follows. The fundamental
relationship between, e.g., capital structure, dividend policy, and the investment decision is analysed for the
representative corporation. It is assumed that the representative corporation is listed on a securities market and
that one can freely interchange the concept of the individual and the aggregate, e. g. , a manufacturing corporation and its manufacturing industry. Relevant decisions for the corporation other than the financial decision,
such as marketing, production, technology, advertising, selling, etc. , are not explicitly taken account of in the
framework. Instead of considering the whole set of decisions, it is assumed that some of these decisions are
evaluated in the markets and duly reflected in the financial results of the corporation as described in its financial
statements (e. g. , the balance sheet and the income statement) . The markets may not be perfect. The major
characteristic of markets is their process of evaluation and their feedback machanism.1
The framework is somewhat different from the orthodox approach in finance. By "orthodox", I mean the
theory of finance deriving from Modigliani and Miller in 1950s. Their approach can be characterised as a
paradigm or a research programme based upon the neoclassical hard core.2 The analytical framework in this
essay is much more fundamental and flexible than the neoclassical one. First, in the orthodox theory, the investment function does not have any significant role or is assumed as independent of financing decisions. In Section
4.5, a simplified investment function is presented. Secondly, the neoclassical theory of the firm pays no attention to financial constraints at all. It is assumed, for example, that all the desired finance for growth can be
immediately supplied through the notional markets. The framework in this essay may be extended to consider
non-equilibrium phenomena in the markets and the two-stage decision making process of the corporation. In
the first stage, the corporation behaves as if there were no financial constraints. The notional investment func1 See Section

3 .3 of The Third

Essay.

2 See Section

3 .2 of The Third

Essay.
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:

total assets
shareholders'equity
total debts( = K—E)
capital stock
earningsretained( =E—S)
net income
dividends
dR/dt= additionto retainedearnings( =P— D)
the capital structureratio(= E/K)
the dynamicequilibriumcapitalstructureratio
the staticequilibriumcapital structureratio
profitability( =net operatingincome/K)
expectedprofitability
the rate of interest
the rate of taxes
the returnon equity( =P/E)

y = the dividendpayout( =D/P)
v = the dividendrate(= D/S)
s = the capital stock ratio( = S/E)
g
S
n
t

=
=
=
=

the rate of growth of total assets(
the dividendratio over equity( =D/E)
the new shareissuing ratio( = §/K)
time

3 See The Fifth Essay .
4 For a succinct discussion of uncertainty , risk, and adaptive expectations, see Barro and Grossman [1976,
pp.4 —5] .
5 For more discussions , see Section 3.5 of The Third Essay.
6 Empirical analyses for the first-stage of the decision model are given later .
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(4.2.1) .

(r—h)(1—x)
e—h(1—x)

Note that all variablesin Eq. (4.2.1) are expressedin marketvalues ; 8that Eq. (4.2.1)is not an identitybut
showsan equilibriumrelation ; and that e and r are treated as randomvariablesby Modiglianiand Miller.
The effectof each variableon the equilibriumcapital structureratio is as follows:

acm >0
ar
acm =(1—x)[e—r(1—x)]
ah
[e —r(1 —x)]2
acm =

<09

e(r—h)
e—h(1—x)] 2<0 ax

[

acm = _ (r—h)(1—x) <0 . a
e
[e—h(1—x)]2

The effects of profitability(r), the rate of interest(h), the rate of taxes (x), and the returnon equity(e) onthe
equilibriumcapital structure( -=financialstability)are familiar and needno explanations.
The fatal weaknessof the static modelis that it fails to include explicitlythe rate of growth and the investment decisionfunction.Further,the effectof dividendpolicy on the capital structurecannotbe analysedin the
above formulation.The subsequentsectionsattemptto take account of these problemsin a dynamiccontext.

7 Modiglianiand Miller[1958]and [1963].
8 For discussionsof ex-postmanagementdecisionsbased on marketvaluesand ex-antedecisionson book
values, see Vickers[1968], Turnovsky[1970] and Herendeen[1974]. Under other simplifiedassumptions, one can deriveEq. (4.2.1) in book values.See the next section.
9 e=r (1 —x) (r--h-Fch)/cr>r (1 —x), since cr—(r—h-Fch) (r—h) (c-1) <0,
assumingr >h and cm< 1.
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4.3

The

Fundamental

Financial

Equation

The fundamentalequationfor the dynamicfinancialbehaviourof the corporationis derivedin this section
Assumethat net operatingincome(rK) is equal to the sum of interest charges(hB), dividendpayments(D)
taxes( [rK—hB]x), and additionto retainedearnings(17Z=-dR/dt) :

rK=hB+D+(rK—hB)x+R

(4.3.1).

SinceB=K—E,D= SE, andR=E—S,Eq.(4.3.1)canbe writtenas :
rK=h(K—E)+ SE+ [rK—h(K—E)]x

—

Dividebothsidesof the aboveequationby K :
r=h(1—c)+Sc+[r—h(1—c)]x+

E

But since E/K=C+gcl°, and S/K=ng, one can obtain the following nonhomogeneous differential equation
for the capital structure ratio of the corporation :

[h(1—x)—(g + 8)]c +ng+(r—h)(1—x)

(4.3.2).

SettingC=0, the equilibriumcapital structureratio (c*) is expressedas :

c*—

ng +(r—h)(1—x)
g + —h(1—x)

(
4.3.3) .

Compare Eq. (4.3.3) with Eq. (4.2.1). The equilibriumcapital structurein the last section(cm)is a special
case in the sense that the rate of growth of total assets (g) is assumed to be zero and all the earnings are
distributedto the shareholders(e= . The dynamic equilibrium capital structure(c*) can be explicitlyexplained by the rate of growth, the new share issuing and a dividendpolicy variable as well as by the other
financialvariables.

10

dc/dt= d (E/K)/dt =--(KE—ICE)/K2= E/K—gc.
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Somecomparativestatic resultsare obtained :
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[g + —h(i X)]2

<011

<0
>

The effects of profitability(r) and the rate of interest(h) on the equilibriumcapitalstructureare the same as
obtained in the last section.The effects of the dividendpayments(3) and the new share issuingratio (n) are
familiar.
The growtheffecton the capital structurecan be positive,negative,or irrelevant.'2
Eq. (4.3.2) is a non-homogeneousdifferentialequation,for whichthe generalsolutionis givenas follows :
c(t)_[c(0)x+

—]
AA exp (At)—— '

where A =-h (1—x) —(g + 8),
and
B =ng+ (r—h) (1—x)

(4.3.4).

Eq. (4.3.4) is calleda "fundamentaldynamicequationfor the financialbehaviourof corporations".By definition of A and B, the time path of the capital structureratio is determinedby the initial condition[c (0) ],
profitability(r), the rate of interest(h), the rate of growth(g), the rate of taxes(x), the new share issuingratio
(n), and the dividendratio (8) .
Thus far, the dividendratio over shareholders'equity(8) has been used as a dividendpolicy variable.The
fundamentalfinancialequation(4.3.4) canbe easilymodifiedfor the dividendpayout(y) , becausethe relationship 3= msy holds, where m is the earningsper share(P/S) and s is the capital stockratio (S/E). Assumefor
simplicitythat m and s are kept constantover time. Then,the fundamentalequationfor the dividendpayoutcan
be written as a functionof r, g, h, and y : 13
c=c(r,

(4.3.5).

g, h, y)

11 ng+r(1—x)<g+8 , since c*<1.
12 See footnote 17below.
13 x is also assumedconstantover time.
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Anotherexpressionis possiblefor the dividendrate(v-=-D/S)14,assumings is constantovertime :
c=c(r,

g, h, v)

(4.3.6) .

One can examinethe dynamictimepath of the capital structuremore specifically.Assumefor the timebeing
that explanatoryfinancialvariablesare constant over time. Then the capital structureratio is monotonically
decliningor rising dependingon the sign of A, for dc/dt=A [c (t) —0] holds from Eqs. (4.3.2), (4.3.3) and
(4.3.4). In order that the equilibriumcapital structureis lowerthan one,ng (1—x) <g+8must hold. Therefore, the sign of A is negative,assumingh< r. The time path of the capital structureratio is monotonically
convergingto the equilibriumfrom aboveif the initial valueis higherthan the equilibriumand convergingfrom
below if the initial value is lower thanthe equilibrium.
Fugure4.1 is an examplewherer=10%, G=15%, h=8%, 5=6%, x=50%, n=50%, and therefore,A=
—0.17 and B = 0.0175.These values approximatelycorrespondto those for Japanese ManufacturingIndustry.15In Figure4.1, the initial valueof capital structureis 35%, whichwas the value for JapaneseManufacturing Industryin 1951,and the equilibriumcapital structureratio is calculatedas 10.3% from Eq. (4.3.3).
Figure 4.1
The Capital Structure

Ratio:An

Example
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c(0)=35

18.3
c* =10.3
1951

1974

t

In sum, the fundamentalfinancialbehaviourof the corporationcan be expressedas a functionof other relevant financialvariablesas follows
c=c(r,

g, h, n,

)

or

c=c(r,

g, h, y)16

or

c=c(r,

g, h, v)

14 For more discussions
15 Cf . Figure
16 Assume

, see Section

6.2 of The Sixth Essay.

6.3 of The Sixth Essay.
x and s = constant

.
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Empiricalstudieswill be basedupon linearisedfundamentalequations,e. g. :
c =k0-1- kir+ k2g

(4.3.7).

4.4

A Dynamic Process

This sectionexaminesa dynamicrelationshipbetweencapital structureand dividendpolicy.Assumethat for
the dividendpaymentsper equity(8=D/E) the followingLintnerprocessis adopted : 18
•
8
8= ddt toc[8t

—8+]

G(St),a<0

(4.4.1) .

8+ is called a target dividendratio.
The time path of the capital structureratio is specifiedby the fundamentalfinancialequation
c= [h(i—x)—(g-i- 5)]c -Eng + (r—h)(1—x)
F(ct, 3t)

(4.4.2).

The dynamicprocesscan be analysedby the two differentialequations(4.4.2) and (4.4.1). Let J(c,(5)be the
Jacobianmatrix of Eqs.(4.4.2) and(4.4.1) :
aF
ac

aF
ao

aG
ac

ac
DS

(4.4.3).

J(c, 3)

17

for example, = ac*/ar. For the dividend payout or the dividend rate equation, one can easily confirm
ac*/ag< 0.

18

See Lintner [1956] . For empirical studies of the Lintner process for the dividend payout, see e.g., Fama
[1974]
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From Eq. (4.4.2) :
aF
.c=11(1—x) —(g+ 3),
assuming h,g, S, n, r, and x, are independent of c, and

aFag

ac

ac--(W5C+5g+c-1-a33)+n_4,
assumingx, n, r, and h are independentof S.
From Eq. (4.4.1) :
aG = 0
, and ac
aG
as =a.

If J(c, 8)has characteristicroots with negativereal parts, i.e., if tr J(c, 3) <0 and det J(c, 3) >0, then the
systemof Eqs. (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) is stable.19From Eq. (4.4.3) :
tr J(c, 3)=h(1—x)—(g+
det J(c, 3)=[h(1—x)—(g+

5)+a
3)] a.

However,from Eq. (4.3.3), h (1 —x)—(g+ <0. Therefore,if a <0, then tr J(c, 8) < 0 and det J(c, 3) >
0, and the systemis stable.
The dynamicbehaviourof the capital structureratio and the dividendratio can be investigatedmore closely
by drawingan appropriatephase deagram.2°
Setting 6=0 and S=0, the equilibriumcapital structurec* and the equilibriumdividendratio 8* are :

c*=—

ng (r —11)(1—
x)
h(1—x)— (g + 3*)

6*.= 3+.

19 See Olech[1963], Garcia[1972], and Samuelson[1947] .
20 For economicapplicationsof the phasediagramtechnique, see,e. g. , Wan[1971],Burmeisterand Dobell
[1970], Intriligator[1971], Shell[1969], Arrow[1968], and Dorfman[1969].
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,

The following is a preliminary table for the phase diagram of ct and (St.
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21 See Intriligator, op. cit., and Takayama[1974].
22 See Boyce and Di Prima[1977] and Pontryagin[1962].
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4.5

Investment

Function

and

the

Basic

Model

The last section has studiedvery briefly the dynamicrelationshipbetweencapitral structureand dividend
policy. So far, the investmentpolicyof the corporationhas not been introducedexplicitly.As is well-known,it
has been pointedout that it is impossibleto derivethe investmentfunctionwithina neoclassicalframework.23
Severalalternativemodelsare available.
One of the non-neoclassicalinvestmentfunctionsis presentedby Uzawa.Followingthe work of Penrose,24
Uzawaderivesthe investmentfunctionin which the optimumrate of investment(PK/K)is determinedby the
rate of discount(h) and the expectedrate of profitability(re) : 25
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(4.5.1) .

The active, creative and entrepreneurial element of the management is expressed in dgl are >0

costs of

uncertainty are reflected in dg/ dh <0 ; 27and the trade-off between the investment decision and the dividend
policy is measured by de dy< 0.
The financial equation was :
c=c(r,

h, g, y)

ac
ar > o,

ac
ah < o,

ac
ac
a gay< 0—<

(4.5.2) .

0

23 See Section 3 .1 of The Third Essay.
24 Penrose [1959] .
25 The objective of the corporation is to maximise the discounted cash flow . See Uzawa [1968] and [1969] .
26 See Section 3 .3 of The Third Essay.
27 The former is called "propulsive" , and the latter "retroactive" factors by Kahn [1972] .
s
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s

The first stage consists of the investmentdecisionfunction(4.5.1) and the fundamentalfinancialequation
(4.5.2) .
It is possible to specifythe dividendpolicy and expected profitabilityas reflectingsome adjustmentprocesses.If one assumethat the dividendpolicyis expressedas an adjustmentprocessof Lintner,then
y=c(y—y*)
y* = the target payout, a< 0

(4.5.3) .

The role of "expectations"maybe very importantfor the specificationof expectedprofitability.For simplicity, assumethat expectedprofitabilityis adjustedas "adaptiveexpectations"
re= i3(r —re), p > o

(4.5.4).

The system(4.5.1) —(4.5.4) is calledthe "basicmodelfor the financialbehaviourof corporations".Figure
4.3 illustratesthe basic model.
Figure 4.3
The Basic Model
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The capital structure-dividend policy relationship is depicted in the first quadrant. As analysed in Section 4.3,
the equilibrium point (c*, y*) is stable assuming 6=--msy. In the second quadrant, the linear relationship between capital structure and profitability is shown. The so-called animal spirits function is depicted in the third
quadrant The trade-off between dividend and investment is shown in the fourth quadrant.
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